
COACHING:�

GROWING IN YOUR�
AUTHENTIC CAREER�

OR BUSINESS CHOICE�



People in a variety of situations�
benefit from business coaching.�
An ever increasing number of�
managers, executives, entrepre-�
neurs and consultants choose to�
gain added focus and effective-�
ness by working with a coach.�

As an executive coach, I support�
business professionals as they�
navigate the shifts that occur at�
the intersection of their careers/�
businesses and life, including�
small-business entrepreneurship,�

forging and maintaining business partnerships, deriving full�
benefit from a job promotion, and balancing career with�
partnership and parenthood.�

The common reasons people seek out my coaching services�
are:�

Building Management Skills�
Some people want support learning to manage up, or they are�
becoming a manager for the first time and want to learn how�
to motivate and lead teams, and work across peer groups.�

Starting/Leading A Business�
Many business owners feel isolated at the top and value a�
coach as an objective third party to act as a sounding board -�
helping to think through solutions to major challenges, resolve�
turmoil, create new  strategies for work/life balance, prepare�
exit strategies, and in general, to be the best executive they�
can be.�
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WHY COACHING?�



Transitioning�
When someone is starting a new job (including in a new�
country), wants to redirect their career, or knows they are�
generally unhappy but are unaware of exactly what to do next�
about it.�

Building Confidence�
Professionals looking to gain more confidence on the job,�
whether they have taken a new job, or have lost confidence�
due to specific work challenges.�

Looking for Advancement�
Professionals specifically looking to move up to the next level�
in their organizations and who want a “planning and action�
partner” to help them get there.�

Improving Work/Life Balance�
People who feel they are giving up too much of  themselves�
at work and are ignoring other important aspects of their lives�
– family, relationships, hobbies, health/fitness and fun.�
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COACHING FOR�
EXECUTIVES & MANAGERS�

Companies are made up of many moving parts. That is why�
working well within a corporate structure and as part of a team�
are crucial elements of success in today’s workplace.�

All managers at one point are�
challenged by conflicting�
management styles, working�
across peer or   cultural groups,�
or working within less flexible�
corporate environments. In such�
cases, coaching can be a�
valuable tool in helping you and�
your company achieve your�
goals in the most positive and�
effective way possible.�

Many managers and executives�
utilize coaching to build their�
leadership and management�
skills, and to enhance their�
professional performance within�
their particular corporate environment.�

Whether you are moving into a new  role, learning how  to�
work within a new team, or are a high potential employee�
looking to work around some major obstacles, coaching can�
be an effective option in facilitating you as you fulfill the�
expectations places in you and accomplish your goals.�
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The Assessment: How Coaching Evaluates�

·� Performing a personal 360° assessment using a�
unique career/life mapping process�

·� Conducting on-site interviews with stakeholders�
·� Reviewing your professional vision statement�

The Plan: What Coaching Does�

·� Defines “Success�
for You” – an individual-�
ized process�
·� Sets personal and�
professional short and�
long term goals, including�
specific areas for further�
professional development�
·� Identifies and works�
on roadblocks to success:�
self-confidence,     self-es-�
teem,     perceptions, hab-�
its,      assumptions�

The Benefits: What My Coaching Provides�

·� A ‘Big Picture’ focus on action plans and measure-�
ments through regular strategic meetings�

·� An unbiased sounding board for clarity on new ideas,�
thoughts, and actions�

·� A trusted “truth speaker” with twenty-five years of real�
world business and training experience�

·� Collaborative brainstorming source for inspiration and�
resources�

·� Accountability through consistent status check-ins on�
accomplishments, blocks, new commitments�
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The Topics: What Coaching Can Address�

·� Designating fix timeslots to address the big picture�
·� Prioritization: setting tasks against targeted goals�
·� Strategizing�work-life balance, career and personal�

development�
·� Coaching through difficult situations, overcoming�

obstacles�
·� Building confidence in decision making, leadership,�

conflict management, public speaking�
·� Personal growth and self-exploration�
·� Effective time management: avoiding counter-�

productive habits and prioritizing the right tasks�
·� Developing strategies for ongoing dialogue and�

assessment with colleagues and stakeholders�

The Five Keys to Success�

1 Core values and needs�
2 Vision: long-term, short term, and annual goals�
3 Emotional intelligence: know yourself, your motivators�

and triggers�
4 Effective communication�
5 Relationships and alliances�

You can enhance your professional life - NOW!�
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SAMPLE COACHING�
PROGRAMS*�
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Goal-Setting & Action Plan�
Coaching�

Three 3-Hour GS&AP coaching�
sessions (plus  nine-month�
accountability  program)�

Four 3-Hour GS&AP coaching�
sessions (plus  twelve-month�
accountability  program)�

A 48 hour ‘Total Immersion’�
Coaching Program (plus six or�
twelve month accountabil ity�
program)�

*�All coaching programs conducted in�
German�or�English�as requested�



ARE YOU READY TO BE COACHED?�

This questionnaire is designed to help you decide�
 if you are open to the benefits of a coaching relationship�

Score yourself on the following items on a scale from�
1 – 5  (1 = low; 5 = high) to find out!�

A. There is a specific career- or business-related issue I�
would like  to change or a goal I would like to achieve that I�
can focus on in my relationship with a coach.�

Score =�

B. I am willing to "try out" new concepts, approaches, or�
different ways of doing things to help me achieve my�
goals.�

Score =�

C. I will work with my coach to define specific goals and�
action steps to move forward. I am willing to take regular�
actions in order to achieve my specified goals - even if I�
don't see immediate results.�

Score =�

D. I am willing to eliminate or change behaviors that may�
present a barrier to my progress. I can stay on track with-�
out self-criticism or sabotaging my own progress.�

Score =�

E. Coaching is the appropriate approach to help me�
accomplish my career or business goals - as opposed to�
therapy or counseling for an emotional issue or�
consultancy for specific problem-solving or teaching.�

Score =�

F. I can be open with my coach about my likes and/or dis-�
likes regarding how the coaching process is progressing.�

Score =�
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G. I can be relied on to keep and be on time for calls and�
appointments with my coach.�

Score =�

H. I will keep appointments with myself to work on my�
coaching homework.�

Score =�

I. I have or can create the time to follow through on the�
commitment of career/business coaching for the duration�
of my relationship with my coach.�

Score =�

10. I can be open and honest in communicating my wants�
and needs in a coaching relationship.�

Score =�

Scoring�

10 - 20� Coaching may not be your best option at�
 this time. If you like, call Creating Tomorrow:�
 TLC to schedule a free consultation to find�
 out why.�

21 - 30�  Essentially coachable. Contact Creating�
 Tomorrow: TLC  to learn more about the�
 ground rules for a coaching relationship�

31 - 40�  Coachable! Contact Creating Tomorrow:�
 TLC to schedule a complimentary session�
 for answers to any specific questions you�
 still have about coaching�

41 - 50�  Highly coachable: When do you want to get�
 started?�
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Your Coach�

n� Executive and Business Coach�
n� Leadership Skills and Presentation�

Skills Trainer�
n� HR Development Consultant�
n� 10 years experience in the�

Communications Industry�
n� 15 years experience in Manage-�

ment Training &  Development�
n� Former Head of Human Resources�

Development�
n� English Native Speaker�
n� Fluent German�

Trina E. Roach�
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Would you like to receive more�
information about coaching or�

schedule a complimentary�
coaching session?�

Email�: coaching@creating-tomorrow.com�
Fon�: +49-171-84 81 896�
Web�:www.creating-tomorrow.com�
Blog�:www.creating-tomorrow.com/blog�

Bruchstrasse 38�
D-41812 Erkelenz�


